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Evaluating the effect of a mild
cycling heating period on
leukocyte coping capacity in
growing pigs

Christopher J. Byrd* and Jennifer M. Young

Department of Animal Sciences, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND, United States
This study evaluated whether leukocyte coping capacity (LCC) could be an

effective method for detecting physiological stress in growing pigs who are

exposed to a mild cycling heating period. We hypothesized that whole blood

samples collected from pigs exposed to high environmental temperatures would

exhibit a reduced respiratory burst response [measured in relative light units (RLU)

using chemiluminescence, where reduced RLU levels indicate a smaller respiratory

burst size] compared to pigs that were only exposed to thermoneutral

temperatures. A secondary objective was to determine the time required for

LCC whole blood samples to reach their maximal RLU value following in vitro

challenge using phorbol-12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) to induce a respiratory

burst. Forty growing pigs (mean 66.7 kg; range: 54.9 – 87.5 kg) were assigned to 1

of 2 treatments: 1) heat stress (HS; n = 20), or 2) thermoneutral (TN; n = 20). TheHS

pigs experienced a cycling mild heat stress period over 48 h (range: 19.5-28.6°C),

while TN pigs were exposed to thermoneutral temperatures (range: 18.9-23.7°C).

Whole-blood samples were collected via jugular venipuncture at 0, + 4, +8, +24,

and +48 h relative to the start of the cycling heating period and were artificially

challenged using PMA. Samples were measured at 0, + 15, and +30 min relative to

in vitro challenge. No differences were observed between HS and TN treatments

(P = 0.67) and no treatment by hour interaction was detected (P = 0.48). Maximal

RLU values were obtained at 15 min post-PMA challenge (P < 0.05).
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1 Introduction

Effective measurement of the physiological stress response in pigs continues to be a

challenge for scientists with an interest in improving on-farm pig welfare. Factors, such as

sex (Cooper et al., 2009), human handling (Hemsworth et al., 1987), circadian rhythm

(Ruis, 1997), and individual animal variability (Larzul et al., 2015; Kanitz et al., 2019) can

heavily influence an animal’s physiology, ultimately leading to spurious or inconclusive

results across ages and stages of production. Many common measures, like behavioral
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evaluation (Smulders et al., 2006), stress hormone measurement

(e.g. cortisol; Candiani et al., 2008), heart rate variability (Byrd et al.,

2022), growth measures, and immune parameters (Salak-Johnson

and Webb, 2018), are also time-intensive to carry out. Accordingly,

there is a continued need for relatively rapid methods that can

effectively measure the physiological stress response in swine.

Leukocyte coping capacity (LCC) is a particularly interesting

measure of physiological stress that has not been previously

evaluated in swine. The LCC method is based upon the

mammalian polymorphonuclear leukocyte (PMNL; primarily

neutrophils) response to a pathogenic challenge, where PMNL

produce a respiratory burst of reactive oxygen species (ROS) to

inhibit pathogen colonization within the host animal’s tissues

(Amulic et al., 2012). However, if an animal is experiencing acute

or chronic stress due to some stressor, the animal’s capacity to

mount a secondary respiratory burst response is reduced (McLaren

et al., 2003), resulting in the release of fewer ROS. Leukocyte coping

capacity harnesses this concept for use as an indirect measure of

stress. Specifically, whole blood samples collected from animals

previously exposed to a stressor are challenged with phorbol-12-

myristate 13-acetate (PMA) in vitro and the resulting size of the

artificially induced respiratory burst is measured in relative light

units (RLU) using chemiluminescence (McLaren et al., 2003). A

larger respiratory burst results in greater RLU. Previous studies

investigating LCC for detection of stress in wildlife species

(McLaren et al., 2003; Huber et al., 2017a) and bull calves

(Gaudio et al., 2018) have indicated that LCC is capable of

detecting both acute and chronic physiological stress.

A major benefit of the LCC methodology is that it can be

evaluated rapidly using a portable luminometer. Previous studies

(McLaren et al., 2003; Esteruelas et al., 2016) indicate that maximal

LCC levels are achieved at 15 min post-PMA whole blood challenge.

This is in stark contrast to measures like animal behavior or

hormone analysis, which often require extended periods of video

analysis and assay preparation. Therefore, LCC may be useful for

rapid detection of physiological stress in swine.

The primary objective of this study was to determine whether

LCC could be utilized to detect an acute mild cycling heat stress in

growing pigs. We hypothesized that whole blood samples collected

from pigs exposed to high environmental temperatures would

exhibit a reduced respiratory burst response. Accordingly, we

predicted that pigs exposed to the cycling heating period would

have reduced RLU levels compared to pigs that were only exposed

to thermoneutral temperatures throughout the experimental

period. A secondary objective was to determine the amount of

time required for the LCC whole blood samples to reach their

maximal RLU value following in vitro challenge with PMA. Based

on previously published studies in other species, we predicted that

maximal RLU values would be reached by 15-min post-challenge.
2 Materials and methods

All experimental procedures described in this study were

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at

North Dakota State University (protocol # A20090).
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2.1 Animals and housing

Forty growing pigs (mean 66.7 kg; range: 54.9 – 87.5 kg)

matched for sex (n = 20 gilts; n = 20 barrows) and weight were

allocated to 1 of 2 treatments, heat stress (HS; n = 20) or

thermoneutral (TN; n = 20), and housed in separate rooms

according to their treatment at North Dakota State University’s

Animal Nutrition and Physiology Center. The two rooms utilized

for the study were located immediately adjacent to one another and

were environmentally controlled in a similar manner. All pigs were

housed individually on slatted flooring in individual pens (Room 1:

1.83 x 1.52; Room 2: 1.52 x 1.21 m) that provided visual, olfactory,

and some physical contact (through adjoining pen bars) with their

conspecifics. Feed and water were provided ad libitum within each

pen. Feed was formulated according to the pigs’ stage of production.

Artificial lighting was provided from 0800h to 1800h while windows

spanning the length of both rooms allowed for additional natural

lighting. To account for any effects pen size may have on the study

results, the experimental procedure was conducted over 2

repetitions (Repetition 1: October 2021, n = 10 pigs per

treatment; Repetition 2: January 2022, n = 10 pigs per treatment),

where the acute heating period occurred in Room 1 during

repetition 1 and Room 2 during repetition 2.
2.2 Cycling heat stress period and
blood collection

Pigs in the HS treatment were exposed to a mild cycling heating

period that attempted to mimic a warm summer day in North

Dakota (range: 19.5-28.6°C). On d 1 of the experimental period, the

cycling heating period began at h 0. Temperatures gradually

increased from thermoneutral temperatures to maximal

temperatures by h 8 on d 1 of the experimental period (Figure 1).

The room then gradually returned to thermoneutral temperatures

by h 12 (Figure 1). The cycling heating period was repeated on d 2 of
FIGURE 1

Room temperature (LS means ± SE) according to experimental
treatment (heat stress, thermoneutral) throughout the experimental
period. The arrows located along the x-axis indicate the blood
collection timepoints (0, + 4, +8, +24, and +48 h relative to the
start of the experiment).
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the experimental procedure (Figure 1). Pigs in the TN treatment

remained in thermoneutral temperatures (range: 18.9-23.7°C)

throughout the entire experimental period (Figure 1). Relative

humidity (RH) within the rooms during repetition 1 was 33.7% ±

0.3 SE and 39.9% ± 0.2 SE for TN and HS treatments, respectively.

During repetition 2, RH within the rooms was 15.2% ± 0.1 SE and

16.3% ± 0.1 SE for TN and HS treatments, respectively.

Blood was collected via jugular venipuncture at 0, + 4, +8, +24,

and +48 h relative to the start of the experimental period on d 1.

These timepoints were selected strategically to reduce the number of

blood draws per pig while still being able to determine whether LCC

was altered during periods of high temperature (h 8 on d 1;

Figure 1) and remained altered once the temperature within the

room returned to thermoneutral conditions (h 24 and 48; Figure 1)

At each time point, one experimental personnel entered each

individual pen and snared the individually-housed pig using a

cotton rope snare. A second experimental personnel then entered

the pen and collected approximately 3 mL of blood from the pig’s

jugular vein into a blood collection tube containing K3EDTA (BD

Vacutainer Plastic Blood Collection Tubes with K3EDTA; Becton

Dickinson Inc., Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). This procedure was

repeated for each pig on study at each time point. The order of

blood collection was altered according to treatment (Room 1 and

Room 2) and individually-housed pig (Pigs 1-10, Room 1; Pigs 11-

20, Room 2) to reduce the likelihood of an order effect on the

LCC results.
2.3 Leukocyte coping
capacity measurement

Immediately after blood collection at each time point, 20 mL of

whole blood was divided equally into two 1.5 mL clear

microcentrifuge tubes containing 90 mL of luminol (10-4 mol L-1;

A5301; Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Tokyo, Japan) dissolved in

phosphate buffered saline (PBS; BP2944-100; Fisher Scientific, Fair

Lawn, NJ, USA) and 10 mL of phosphate buffered saline. One tube

containing the whole blood-luminol combination served as a

control tube (no respiratory burst) and the second tube

containing the whole blood-luminol combination served as the

challenged tube (respiratory burst induction). To induce a

respiratory burst in the second tube, 10 mL of phorbol-12-

myristate 13-acetate (PMA; 10-6 mol L-1; AAJ63916MCR;

Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) dissolved in dimethyl

sulfoxide (D128-1; Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ, USA) was

added. Following preparation of the samples, chemiluminescence

(i.e. RLU) was measured using a portable luminometer (Junior

LB9509; Berthold Technologies USA LLC., Oak Ridge, TN, USA) at

0, + 15, and +30 min relative to PMA challenge.
2.4 Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using the mixed procedure in SAS (v. 9.4;

SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). The model included treatment,

experimental hour, PMA challenge time, repetition, and all 2- and
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3-way interactions as fixed effects. The control value was used as a

covariate for the challenge value. Because the data collection

included two repeated measures (experimental hour within pig

and PMA challenge time within hour) and two repeated statements

causes issues with model convergence in SAS, a repeated measure of

RLU time with hour nested within pig was used, while pig was fit as

a random effect. Different covariance structures were tested and the

best fit based on Aikaike’s Criterion was selected. The least square

means statement with the DIFF option was used to estimate the

differences between fixed effects. The Tukey adjustment was used

for the P-values. A P-value less than 0.05 was considered a

significant result. A P-value between 0.05 and 0.1 was considered

a tendency.
3 Results

Heat stressed pigs did not differ from TN pigs in regard to

overall mean RLU (55.4 ± 4.1 vs. 57.9 ± 4.1 RLU; P = 0.67) and no

treatment by hour interaction was observed (P = 0.48). An hour by

repetition interaction was observed (P < 0.0001), where RLU values

during repetition 2 gradually increased throughout the

experimental period while repetition 1 RLU values remained at

basal levels (Figure 2). Specifically, RLU values collected during

repetition 2 at h 0 were lower than RLU values collected at all other

timepoints (P < 0.006; Figure 2). Repetition 2 RLU values at h 4

were lower than repetition 2 RLU values at h 24 (P = 0.05; Figure 2)

and h 48 (P < 0.0001: Figure 2). Additionally, repetition 2 values at h

48 were greater than repetition 2 values at h 8 (P < 0.0001; Figure 2)

and h 24 (P = 0.01; Figure 2). Interestingly, there tended (P = 0.054)

to be a three-way repetition by treatment by experimental hour

interaction (Figure 2), where repetition 2 TN pigs exhibited

numerically greater RLU values at h 8 of the experiment

compared to repetition 2 HS pigs and all repetition 1 pigs at h

8 (Figure 2).

After PMA challenge, RLU levels were measured for each

sample at three time points (0, 15, and 30 min) to determine the
FIGURE 2

Relative light units (RLU; LS means ± SE) organized by experimental
treatment (heat stress, thermoneutral), hour (0, + 4, +8, +24, +48),
and experimental repetition (Rep. 1, Rep. 2).
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amount of time required to reach maximal RLU levels. There was an

interaction between repetition and post-PMA challenge time (P <

0.0001), where repetition 1 RLU values remained lower than

repetition 2 RLU values at 15- and 30-min post-PMA challenge

(P < 0.03; data not shown). Regardless, for both repetitions,

maximal RLU values were obtained at 15 min post-PMA

challenge. During repetition 1, RLU values at 15 min post-PMA

challenge were greater than RLU values at 0 min (54.9 ± 5.1 vs. 5.4 ±

5.1; P < 0.0001) but were not different from 30 min post-PMA

challenge (54.9 ± 5.1 vs. 62.3 ± 5.6; P = 0.71). Repetition 1 RLU

values at 30 min post-PMA challenge were greater than RLU values

at 0 min (P < 0.0001). During repetition 2, RLU values at 15 min

post-PMA challenge were greater than the 0 min (120.3 ± 5.2 vs.

5.4 ± 5.1; P < 0.0001) and 30 min post-PMA challenge (120.3 ± 5.2

vs. 91.9 ± 5.2; P < 0.0001). Additionally, repetition 2 RLU values at

30 min post-PMA challenge timepoint were greater than RLU

values at 0 min (P < 0.0001).
4 Discussion

Previous studies investigating the effectiveness of LCC for

detecting stress in mammalian and avian species indicate that the

method is a relatively rapid and effective stress measure (McLaren

et al., 2003; Huber et al., 2017a). For example, whole blood samples

collected from badgers transported for 10 min following capture

exhibit a marked decrease in LCC compared to badgers who were

not transported (McLaren et al., 2003). Additionally, water voles re-

housed to laboratory cages exhibited lower LCC for 6 weeks

compared to their conspecifics who were housed in outdoor

enclosures (Moorhouse et al., 2007). These data, together, indicate

that LCC may be a promising measure of both acute and chronic

stress in multiple species.

In response to a pathogenic challenge or stressor, an animal’s

PMNLs are activated by pathogen-associated molecular patterns,

opsonized bacterial particles, cytokines (Graham et al., 2007), or by

stress-induced stimulation of their own a- and b-adreno- and

glucocorticoid receptors (Brown et al., 2008; Huber et al., 2019).

Once activated, PMNLs produce a respiratory burst of ROS (Amulic

et al., 2012) that act to inhibit the colonization of invading

pathogens within the host animal’s tissues.

In the short term, the respiratory burst response to a pathogen

or stressor, while initially large, is curtailed to reduce the likelihood

of tissue damage to the host (Huber et al., 2019). Excessive

stimulation of ROS within the body has negative effects on

animal and human health (Zeng et al., 2019), and as a result,

ROS production in response to an acute stressor is quickly reduced.

In the long term, as the time of pathogen or stressor exposure

increases, the host’s immune response is greatly diminished and the

respiratory burst size remains small (Amer and Fibach, 2005;

Dhabhar, 2014). Therefore, both acute and chronic stressors

result in limited respiratory burst responses.

This study attempted to evaluate whether LCC could be used as

an effective measure of acute swine stress for on-farm research use

in response to a mild cycling heating period. No overall treatment
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differences or treatment by experimental hour interactions were

observed during the study. Given the numerical differences

observed between treatments during repetition 2 at h 8 of the

experimental period, the lack of a treatment by experimental hour

interaction could have been driven by the sizeable differences in

overall RLU values during repetitions 1 and 2. Specifically, RLU

values during repetition 1 remained low for both treatments

throughout the experimental period compared to repetition 2,

which exhibited a substantial increase in RLU values throughout

the experimental period. A potential reason for low RLU values

during repetition 1 is unclear since the experimental protocol did

not differ between repetitions, other than the time of year.

Repetition 1 occurred in October 2021 and repetition 2

occurred in January 2022, which coincided with a major

difference in outdoor temperatures that could have had an effect

on the temperature within the experimental rooms. For example,

mild October 2021 outdoor temperatures could have resulted in

greater room temperatures compared to the much lower January

2022 outdoor temperatures. However, major differences in room

temperature between repetitions 1 and 2 were not observed. We

would also still expect to see differences between repetition 1 HS

and TN pigs during periods of greater environmental room

temperatures. However, both repetition 1 treatments exhibited a

low LCC response throughout the experimental period.

It is possible that the use of a rope snare throughout the

experimental period contributed to the low LCC response

throughout repetition 1 and during the beginning stages of

repetition 2. We did not expect low LCC values at h 0 of the

experimental period for either treatment. The substantial increase

observed during repetition 2 may indicate a gradual acclimation to

the rope snare that did not occur during repetition 1. Future work is

needed to confirm this result. If the use of a rope snare has major

effects on LCC results, the method is likely not practical for on-farm

research use unless a minimally invasive catheterization procedure

can be utilized. Given the role leukocytes play in wound healing

(Singer and Clark, 1999), jugular catheterization requiring a cut

down procedure would have an effect on the LCC results unless the

catheter can remain patent for an extended period of time to allow

for healing before beginning the experimental procedure.

The numerical results observed during repetition 2 are similar

to our hypothesis and predictions for the primary study objective.

Specifically, we hypothesized that heat exposure would decrease

LCC (i.e. lower RLU) throughout the experimental period. The

large numerical differences between TN and HS treatments at h 8 of

the experimental period provide some evidence that LCC could be a

potentially useful stress measure since h 8 occurred during a period

of maximal temperature. However, these same numerical

differences were not observed at 24 or 48 h. This may be due to

the relatively mild maximum environmental temperatures reached

during the experiment, which were similar to- or just above the

upper critical temperature for similar-sized pigs (Huynh et al.,

2005). However, the maximal temperatures may not have been

great enough to cause lasting observable changes to LCC once the

room temperature returned to thermoneutral conditions (h 24

and 48).
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Similar to traditional stress measures, sex, body condition,

season, and circadian rhythm may have an effect on LCC results

depending on the species being evaluated (Esteruelas et al., 2016; Sin

et al., 2016). The purpose of the present study was not to evaluate

these potential effects. Instead, we controlled for some of these

variables as much as possible (i.e. sex, weight, time of day,

environment). Additionally, the relationship between LCC and

other stress measures (e.g. cortisol concentration and immune

measures; Pohlin et al., 2020) was not evaluated. Although other

studies have not identified a clear relationship between LCC and

commonly measured stress parameters in non-swine species

(Huber et al., 2017b), a thorough investigation of LCC at basal

levels and the relationship between LCC and other common stress

measures is needed to fully determine whether the method can be

utilized effectively with swine.

The major benefit of the LCC methodology is that it can be

evaluated rapidly using a portable luminometer. Published data

from others (McLaren et al., 2003; Esteruelas et al., 2016) and our

data indicate that maximal LCC levels are achieved at 15 min post-

PMA whole blood challenge. This is in stark contrast to measures

like behavioral or cortisol analysis, which often require extended

periods of video analysis and assay preparation. Therefore, if total

RLU levels are to be used for measuring LCC in the future (as

opposed to area under the curve measurements; AUC), it is likely

that RLU measurement 15 min post-PMA challenge is sufficient. If

AUC is desired, repeated measurement of PMA-challenged samples

is likely needed for greater than 30 min.

In conclusion, leukocyte coping capacity is a relatively rapid

measure that has been used to detect stress in wildlife species and

cattle. However, a mild cycling heating period did not lead to overall

changes in growing pig LCC during the present study. Future

studies should determine whether LCC is altered in response to a

more severe heat stress or other common swine stressors. A lack of

LCC differences between treatments may also be due to differences

in the LCC response that occurred between study repetitions 1 and

2. Factors, such as the use of a rope snare for jugular blood

collection and basal variables that commonly affect physiological

stress measures, need to be investigated thoroughly to determine

whether LCC is an effective on-farm research tool for

measuring stress.
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